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1.1 Functions introduction
The product is a multi-functional application software connecting a power analyzer to a computer via a local area network, 
to facilitate your real-time monitoring of measured data from the computer or remote controlling of the device. You can 

execute functions of measured data view and data analysis via INNO VIEW770 Viewer. 

1.2 Operating environment 
Operating system of the server: 32/64 bits
Operating system: window7 Service Pack 1 or above

Chapter 1  Product Overview
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1.3 Operating procedure
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2.1 Program decompression and run
Copy the application INNO VIEW770 Viewer directly to a computer, decompress and double-click on the program file        , 
to run the application, with the interface view as follows:

2.2 Setting Remote Control
Open the remote control software, whose modules are in gray, except for the buttons REMOTE CONNECTION and HELP 
when no device is connected. Click the icon          on the top left corner and enter the interface of network connection. The 
interface is shown as:

When users remotely connect the equipment through IP, it is necessary to set IP address for the equipment to be remotely 
connected. The settings of IP address is the same as the operation of instrument. In order to ensure that the instrument 
can be successfully connected with the application software, both IP addresses must be consistently matched;
After that, click CONNECTION button for remote connection. If the connection is done, the instrument to be connected will 
be under the status of remote control and now its screen is locked and unable to be operated.

When users remotely connect equipment through GPIB, it is necessary to set GPIB address for the equipment to be 
remotely connected. The settings of GPIB address is the same as the operation of instrument. In order to warrant that the 
instrument can be successfully connected with application software, both GPIB addresses must be consistently mached;
After the settings of GPIB address have been finished, equipment and PC are connected with GPIB cable in series. Click 

Chapter 2  Connect and Exit the Application Software
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2.3 Disconnection
Left-click          icon to pop up DISCONNECT DEVICE option to disconnect.

Connection status
The following figures are the status connected and non connected to the application.

No connection with any device Connected to 1 device

Select"OK"to disconnect remote control connection and select"CANCEL"to keep the system in remote connection working 
condition. After disconnecting remote connection, click        icon on the top right corner, and the system pops up the 
following dialog: 

Select "OK"to exit the application directly.

When users remotely connect equipment through USB, it is necessary to set equipment ID for the equipment to be 
remotely connected. The settings of equipment ID is the same as the operation of instrument. In order to ensure that 
the instrument and the application software can be successfully connected, both equipment IDs must be consistently 
matched;
After the settings of equipment ID have been finished, equipment and PC are connected with USB cable in series. Click 
CONNECTION button to remotely connect. If the connection is done, the instrument to be connected will be under the 
status of remote control and now its screen is locked and unable to be operated.

 CONNECTION button to remotely connect. If the connection is done, the instrument to be connected will be under the 
status of remote control and now its screen is locked and unable to be operated.
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Chapter 3    Remote Status Display 

After successful connection with the device, the application will display the device status in a real-time way. The status bar 
is in the top of the screen and detailed below. 

Display	the	
device	connected

Display	time	of	the	integral	
status	and	integral	stop

Display	peak	over	range	
status	of	each	input	element

Display	storage	
status

Scaling	function	status	
Average	function	status

Line	filter	status	
Frequency	filter	status

Display	data	
updating	status

Max	hold	and	single	run

Storage	
setting

N ume r i c	
display

Wave	
display

Vector	
display

Trend	
display

Combination	
display

Integral	execution	window:
Integral	start/pause	
Integral	stop	
Integral	setting	
Indep

Storage	execution	window:	
Storage	start/pause
Storage	stop	

IEC	Hrm

Flicker
Bar
display
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Chapter 4     Remote Configuration of the Device    

After successful connection of the application and the device, you need to remotely configure the device before measuring. 
Such configuration includes range setting, external sensor start or not, basic system configuration, basic measuring setting, 
basic accuracy setting.

4.1 Range setting 
Click        range setting icon on the left of the screen of the application, open the setting window and enter the setting 
interface shown below. Set the range of voltage and current of each input element and wiring group. The display interface 
is as shown in the figure:

Note：options for the voltage and current range limit are relevant to specifications of the input module of the device 
installed, and the modules with different specifications are corresponding to different range limit.

4.2 System configuration
Click        setting icon on the left of the screen of the application, open the setting window and select SYSTEM module 
to enter the setting interface shown below. This is to view system information and set up the system. And the system 
configuration is to set system preferences, storage, screenshot、Initialization etc.

4.2.1 System information 
Select	SYSTEM	INFO	in	the	SYSTEM	module,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Display	the	device	model	and	software	version

Display	 configuration	 details	 of	
each	module:	
Module	type
Calibration	date
Start	up	status
Voltage/current	range

Display	purchase	status	of	options

Display	device	 ID,	MAC	address,	
hard	drive	ID,	hard	drive	capacity

Note：the system information displayed above is the  one of the device (version number is the one of the  software).
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4.2.2 System configuration
Click	the	settings	icon	at	left	side	of	the	screen	in	the	application	software	to	open	the	settings	window	and	select	[System]	
module	to	enter	the	following	settings	interface.	System	information	can	be	viewed	and	system	settings	can	be	executed	in	
which	system	settings	include	instrument	system	preference,	system	storage,	screenshot	function,	initialization,	etc.		

System	preferences:	
language
Date
Time
Bright
resolution
Crest	factor	setting
File	saving:
Select	saving	path
Auto	name
File	name	edit	box
Set	file	saving	path	(PC	only)

4.3 Measurement setting
Click          setting icon on the left of the screen of the application, open the setting window and select MEASURE module 
to enter the setting interface shown below. This MEASURE module is to set the efficiency formula, power correction 
formula type, wiring, phase shift display, data update rate, harmonics, etc. 

4.3.1 User defined function 
In	the	display	interface	of	measurement,	besides	basic	measuring	function	of	 instrument,	other	physical	values	can	be	
calculated	by	selecting	the	user-defined	function	menu	and	through	combinatorial	operational	item,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Note：Settings of the user-defined function is the same as the settings of instrument. Please refer to instrument operation 
instructions for details.

4.2.3 Initialization 
Select	"Initialization"	option	in	[System]	module	to	initialize	the	instrument,	as	shown	in	the	figure:
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4.3.4 Phase shift setting
In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	DEGREES	setting	menu	to	set	the	format	of	the	phase	shift	display,	as	shown	
in	the	figure:

180°: to display the measured valve of the phase shift between -180°~180° When the current phase relative to voltage is 
counterclockwise, and the current leads the voltage, and the value is displayed with D in front;and when the current phase 
relative to voltage is clockwise, and the current lags behind the voltage, the value is displayed with G in front.
360°: to display the measured valve of the phase shift between 0~360°

Set	the	format	of	phase	shift		
display,	180°	or	360°

4.3.2 Formula setting
	 	 	 	In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	FORMULA	setting	menu	to	set	the	apparent	power,	reactive	power	and	
corrected	power	formula,	as	well	as	the	formula	coefficient,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Select	apparent	power
Select	a	calculation	type	for	the	apparent	
power	and	reactive	power

Select	 a	 standard	 for	 the	
corrected	power

Note：setting of the formula module is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for 
details.

Set	the	connection	compensa-
tion	mode	(OFF,	U-I,	I-U)
Switch	the	efficiency	compen-
sation	ON	or	OFF

Set	the	2WT	efficiency	formula

Set	the	self-defining	item	

Set	the	wiring	and	Delta	arithmetic	type

4.3.3 Wiring setting
In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	WIRING	setting	menu	to	set	the	wiring,	Delta	arithmetic	type,	connection	
compensation,		2WTcompensation,	efficiency	compensation,	efficiency	formula,	etc.	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Note：setting of the wiring module is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for 
details.
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4.3.5 Update rate setting
In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	UPDATE	RATE	setting	menu	to	set	the	different	update	rate,	as	shown	in	the	
figure:

Set	the	update	rate

Note：settings of the update rate is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for 
details.

4.3.6 Harmonics setting
In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	HARMONICS	setting	menu	to	set	the	minimum	and	maximum	times	of	the	
harmonics	and	THD	formula	type,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	the	minimum	times	of	the	harmonics
Set	the	maximum	times	of	the	harmonics
Set	THD	formula	(fundamental	harmon-
ics	or	total	harmonic	distortion)

Set	host-slave	synchronization

4.3.7 Synchronous measurement
	 	 	 	 In	the	measurement	display	interface,	select	the	synchronous	measurement	menu,	and	set	the	host-slave	synchronous	
measurement	by	selecting	the	host	and	slave,	as	shown	in	the	figure:
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1.	When	it	is	in	host	state,	if	clicking	HOLD,	the	host	will	stop	updating
2.	When	the	host	is	in	HOLD	state,	if	the	host	is	switched	to	the	slave,	the	HOLD	will	be	automatically	canceled
3.	When	the	host/slave	options	switch	to	each	other,	the	update	will	be	cleared
4.	When	it	is	in	slave	state,	the	following	functions	will	be	unavailable	(their	options	will	be	grayed	out):	IEC	harmonics,	FFT,	
math1	and	math2	options	in	waveform	operation,	flicker,	cycle	analysis,	 integration	start	pause,	storage	start	pause,	raw	
data
5.	[Synchronous	measurement]	cannot	be	turned	on	(the	option	is	grayed	out)	when	in	IEC	harmonics,	FFT,	waveform	
calculation,	and	math1	and	math2	options	in	waveform	calculation,	flicker,	period	analysis,	integration	and	storage	view

4.4.2 Frequency filter setting
In	the	accuracy	display	interface,	click	the	FREQUENCY	FILTER	setting	menu	to	set	the	frequency	filter	for	voltage	and	current	
of	each	input	element,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	the	frequency	filter	
The	 frequency	 filter	can	be	set	 to	
be	OFF,	100Hz、1KHz	and	10KHz	Af-
ter	the	frequency	filter	 is	switched	
on,	 the	 indicator	 light	of	 the	 fre-
quency	filter	 in	the	 indicating	sta-
tus	bar	will	be	ON

Note：setting of the frequency filter is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for 
details.

4.4 Accuracy setting
Click        setting icon on the left of the screen of the application, open the setting window and select ACCURACY module 
to enter the setting interface shown below. This module is able set the line filter, frequency filter, averaging, zeroing and 
PLL source.

4.4.1 Line filter setting
In	the	accuracy	display	interface,	click	the	LINE	FILTER	setting	menu	to	set	the	line	filter	for	each	input	element,	as	shown	in	
the	figure:

Set	the	line	filter	and	switch	
the	 cut-off	 frequency	 on	
or	off,	whose	 the	 range	 is	
0.1KHz~1MHz
A f t e r 	 t h e 	 l i n e 	 f i l t e r 	 i s	
switched	on,	 the	 indicator	
light	of	the	 line	filter	 in	the	
indicating	status	bar	will	be	
ON

Note：setting of the line filter is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for details.
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4.4.4 Zero setting
In	the	accuracy	display	interface,	click	the	ZERO	setting	menu	for	zero	setting,	which	includes	manual	zero	and	auto	zero,	as	
shown	in	the	figure:

Switch	the	manual	zero	mechanism	ON
Switch	the	auto	zero	ON/OFF	
(in	normal	start	up.	 the	device	
executes 	 auto	 zero	 once	 an	
hour)

Note：setting of the averaging is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for details.

Zero will be triggered when the measuring range or the line filter changes. Click the ZERO setting menu to pop up the 
following dialogue.  

Note：setting of zero is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for details.

4.4.3 Average setting 
In	the	accuracy	display	interface,	click	the	AVERAGE	setting	menu	to	set	ON-state	and	type	of	the	average,	the	number	of	
linear	average	or	attenuation	constant	of	the	exponential	average,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	to	switch	the	average	ON	or	OFF
Select	the	type	of	the	average	
Set	 the	attenuation	constant	of	 the	ex-
ponential	average,	which	 is	2~64,	or	 the	
number	of	linear	average,	which	is	8~64
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Note：setting of the source is consistent with that of the device. Refer to operating instructions of the device for details.

4.4.5 Source setting
In	the	accuracy	display	interface,	click	the	SOURCE	setting	menu	to	set	the	Synchronization	source	、PLL	source	signal	for	
harmonics	measuring	of	the	device,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	PLL	source	signal	of	each	 in-
put	 element:	U1~U7,	 I1~I7,	 EXT	
CLK

Set	the	sync	source

4.4.6 NULL Function Setting
The	NULL	function	included	in	the	power	analyzer	can	be	used	to	subtract	the	DC	offset	or	the	bias	voltage	while	the
external	sensor	or	measurement	cable	is	connected.
1）Procedure：Press	Accurate→NULL
2）Setup	Menu

Note：
• The measurement items applied in NULL feature include voltage, current signal, motor torque and speed signal for each 
input element.
• To achieve accurate measurement, it is recommended perform Zero-level compensation prior to enabling NULL feature.
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Chapter 5   Remote Data Retrieval    

5.1 Numeric value display
   After successful connection between the application and the device, click         icon and enter the numerical value display 

interface. The default of the value is 16. When a mouse moves to any item in the list, this item will be highlighted. The 
interface is shown as:

Only when the measuring function selects U(*), I(*), P(*), S(*), Q(*), λ(*), λ(*), λU(*), λI(*), Z(*), Rs(*), Xs(*), Rp(*), Xp(*), 
Uhdf(*), Ihdf(*) and Phdf(*), can the harmonics times be set. 

5.1.1 Display of Customize
Click	the	right	mouse	button	at	any	position	of	the	numerical	value	view	to	enter	the	setting	menu	of	the	numerical	value	
display.	Select	display	format	of	Customize,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	the	Customize	display:
Set	 the	 input	 element	 for	 displaying	 the	
measuring	function	
Set	the	measuring	function	for	display	

Select	 the	numerical	 value	 list	display	 list	
(Customize,	All	 Items	and	Harmonics).	The	
default	shows	the	 image	of	Customize,	 that	
is	16-value	data	list

Set	times	of	the	harmonics	measuring	item
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Project setting of the harmonics data display is consistent with that of the conventional harmonics measuring function of 
the device. Refer to the operating instructions of the device for details. 

5.1.2. Display of All Item
Click	the	right	mouse	button	at	any	position	of	the	numerical	value	view	to	enter	the	setting	menu	of	the	numerical	value	
display.	Select	display	format	of	All	Item,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

5.1.3 Single harmonics data display
Click	the	right	mouse	button	at	any	position	of	the	numerical	value	view	to	enter	the	setting	menu	of	the	numerical	value	
display.	Select	display	format	of	single	harmonics,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

When	the	cursor	points	to	the	harmon-
ics	measuring	 item,	 the	 times	of	har-
monics	can	be	set

Set	the	 input	unit	and	harmonics	mea-
surement	 function	displayed	by	 the	
single	harmonics	list

Select	the	display	format	of	All	Item.	If	All	Item	is	dis-
played,	the	display	function	item	in	each	page	will	be	
fixed	and	cannot	be	changed.	You	can	view	all	values	
of	the	measuring	functions	via	page	turning

Select	 the	single	harmonics	display	 format	 to	display	 the	
single	harmonics	measurement	value	screen	and	measure-
ment	display	value
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Project setting of the harmonics data display is consistent with that of the conventional harmonics measuring function of 
the device. Refer to the operating instructions of the device for details. 

5.1.4 Double harmonics data display
Click	the	right	mouse	button	at	any	position	of	the	numerical	value	view	to	enter	the	setting	menu	of	the	numerical	value	
display.	Select	display	format	of	double	harmonics,	as	shown	in	the	figure:

Set	the	 input	unit	and	harmonics	mea-
surement	 function	displayed	by	 the	
double	harmonics	list

Select	the	double	harmonics	display	 format	to	display	the	
double	harmonics	measurement	value	screen	and	measure-
ment	display	value
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5.2 Wave display
After successful connection between the application and the device, click        icon and enter the wave display interface. 
Click the right mouse button at any position of the wave view to enter the setting menu of the wave display. 

5.2.1 Form of the wave display 
						Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	wave	setting	menu.	Select	FORM	to	display	as	follows:

Select	screen	split	form	in	the	wave	display

Set	timeline	in	the	wave	display	

Wave	trigger	setting:
Trigger	mode
Trigger	slope	
Trigger	source	
Trigger	level

Wave	display	setting:
Switch	wave	label	ON/OFF	
Switch	scale	value	ON/OFF	
Switch	interpolate	ON/OFF	
Set	graticule	(scale,	grid	or	none)

Wave	mapping	mode:
Auto	
Fixed	
Define
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5.2.2 Wave display item
						Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	wave	setting	menu.	Select	ITEM	to	display	as	follows:

Quick	setting	of	the	wave	display:	ALL	
ON	or	ALL	OFF	

Edit	expression,	range	mode,	unit	
and	label	for	two	waveforms	to	be	
operated

Set	 vertical	 zooming	 factor	 and	
vertical	position	of	various	waves,	
with	range	as	follows:
Zooming	factor:	0.1~100
Vertical	position:	-100~100

Edit	constant	(K1~K8)

Waveform operation setting
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5.3.1 Trend display form 
Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	trend	setting	menu.	Select	FORM	to	display	as	follows:

5.2.3 Waveform cursor
						Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	wave	setting	menu.	Select	CURSOR	to	display	as	follows:

Set	screen	split	form	of	the	trend:	single,	
dual,	trisection	and	quartered

Set 	 the 	 t ime	 l ine 	 opt ions	
of	 the	 trend:	 1s,	 3s,	 9s,	 18s,	
36s,	90s,	3min,	6min,	15min,	
30min,	1h,	3h,	6h,	12h,	1day

Switch	the	cursor	display	of	the	waveform

Set	the	trend	display:	
switch	the	label	ON/OFF
Switch	scale	value	ON/OFF
Switch	interpolate	ON/OFF
Set	graticule	(scale,	grid	or	none)

Clear	trend	

Set	the	waveform	and	position	expressed	by	
the	cursor	C1+

Set	the	waveform	and	position	expressed	by	
the	cursor	C2x

Switch	the	linkage	function	displayed	by	the	
cursor	ON/OFF	

5.3 Trend display
After successful connection between the application and the device, click        icon and enter the trend display interface. 
Click the  right mouse button at any position of the trend view to enter the setting menu of the trend display. 
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5.3.2 Trend display item 
Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	trend	setting	menu.	Select	ITEM	to	display	as	follows:

5.3.3 Trend cursor
Follow	the	above	procedures	to	enter	the	trend	setting	menu.	Select	CURSOR	to	display	as	follows:

Set	the	trend	display	 item:	Dis-
play	ON	
Display	function	
Unit	
Times	of	harmonics
Scale	
Upper	and	lower	limit	value

Switch	 the	 linkage	 function	displayed	by	 the	
cursor	ON/OFF

Quick	 setting	 of	 the	 trend	
display:	ALL	ON	or	ALL	OFF

Switch	the	cursor	display	of	the	trend	ON/OFF

Set	the	trend	displayed	by	the	cursor	C1+	and	C2x

Set	the	position	of	the	cursor	C1+	and	C2x

5.4 IEC harmonics measurement
5.4.1 IEC harmonics display
   Operation path: click the "IEC Hrm" icon to enter the IEC function page. The display interface is as follows:

The instrument default IEC harmonic display interface displays interface and power spectrum, harmonic/interharmonic 
subgroup and harmonic/interharmonic indicator measurement data information.
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Harmonic standard
The instrument meets the harmonic measurement standard and can select "None" or perform the measurement according 
to the "IEC61000-3-2" standard. 
Display format
Select the type of harmonic measurement data displayed on the screen to select the full view, power spectrum, harmonic/
inter-harmonic indicators, and harmonic/inter-harmonic subgroups.  
When the full view is selected, the screen displays the power spectrum, harmonic/inter-harmonic index, and harmonic/
inter-harmonic subgroup data of the IEC harmonic measurement.  
When the power spectrum is selected, the screen only shows the power spectrum of the IEC harmonic measurement
When harmonic/inter-harmonic index is selected, the screen only displays harmonic/inter-harmonic index.  
When harmonic/inter-harmonic subgroups is selected, the screen only displays harmonic/inter-harmonic subgroups
Scope
The starting point and ending point of the range must be set to satisfy the difference between the two points by more 
than or equal to 10.
Display settings
You can turn the scale value on/off; select the scale mode; adjust the background grid
When the IEC harmonic measurement standard is set to "IEC61000-3-2", the format setting interface is as follows

5.4.2 IEC harmonics display format
Operation	path:	click	the	"IEC	Hrm"	icon	to	enter	the	IEC	function	page.	Right-click	the	IEC	harmonic	measurement	window	
and	enter	the	IEC	harmonic	measurement	setting	page.
When	the	harmonic	measurement	standard	is	set	to	"None",	the	format	setting	interface	is	as	follows:

Frequency	selection,	 choose	one	
of	50Hz	and	60Hz

Harmonic	
Display	format

Scope

Harmonic	 list,	 select	all	or	only	
higher	harmonics

Set	power	spectrum	display	style

When harmonic measurement is performed according to the "IEC61000-3-2" standard, the setting method of setting the 
display format, frequency and display setting is the same as the standard setting of "None". The only difference is that the 
"IEC61000-3-2" standard can be selected. The standard classification of harmonic measurement, the instrument sets A, B, 
C1, C2, D five classification levels, different classification levels will correspond to different measurement standards so that 
users can make comparisons.
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5.4.3 IEC harmonic display menu
Operation	path:	click	the	"IEC	Hrm"	icon	to	enter	the	IEC	function	page.	Right-click	the	IEC	harmonic	measurement	window	
and	enter	the	IEC	harmonic	measurement	setting	page.	The	interface	is	as	follows：

Select	the	table	and	data	display

Select	 the	display	object	of	 the	
power	spectrum
Selection	 of	 IEC	measurement	 report	
printing	unit
Select	customized	item	number

Select	customized	item	function

Harmonic group
It is used to select which kind of signal measurement result is displayed by the harmonic group, the harmonic group type 
that can be set includes U1~U7, I1~I7 to satisfy the channel self-adaptive function. The instrument defaults to display U1. If 
U2 is selected, the harmonic group will display the harmonic measurement data of the U2 signal.
Power spectrum
The power spectrum signal that can be set to select which signal is displayed includes P1~P7 and Q1~Q7 to satisfy the 
channel adaptation function. This setting is displayed only when the IEC harmonic measurement standard is set to "None" 
and display format is "All View" or "Power Spectrum", and is not displayed under other setting conditions.
Item number
To display the customized harmonics item number, and the settable range is 1-16. If the number is set to 2, it means that 
the following settings are only for the measurement items displayed in the second position, and have no effect on the 
measurement values displayed in other positions.
Item function
Specify measurement functions to be displayed in corresponding positions of IEC interface, and the optional measurement 
functions include PLL, Urms, Irms, Umn, Imn, Udc, Idc, Uac, Iac, Urmn, Irmn, P, S, Q, λ, ф, FreqU, FreqI, U+peak, I+peak, 
U-peak, I-peak, P+peak, P-peak, Cfu, Cfi, Pc, Uthd, Ithd, Pthd, Uthf, Ithf, Uti, Itif, Freq

5.5 Flicker measurement
Flicker	refers	to	the	unstable	impression	received	by	the	human	eye,	caused	by	violent	fluctuations	or	spectral	distribution,	
indicating	an	uncomfortable	feeling	caused	by	a	change	in	brightness.	Voltage	fluctuation	and	flicker	are	mainly	caused	by	
the	large	variation	of	active	power	and	reactive	power	in	the	running	process	of	electric	load	equipment	of	impact	power	(such	
as	arc	welding	machine	of	smelting	arc	furnace,	rolling	mill,	electric	locomotive,	etc.).	Voltage	fluctuation	and	flicker	are	
harmful	to	the	normal	use	of	electricity	by	other	power	users,	and	therefore	become	an	important	indicator	of	power	quality.

5.5.1 Format setting of flicker measurement
Operation method: click the "Flicker" icon to enter the flicker page, right click in the flicker window to enter the flicker 
setting page. Note: when the flicker measurement function is not configured on the lower computer, the "Flicker" icon is 
not displayed on the host computer. The setting interface is as follows：
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5.5.1.1 Flicker value display
						Numerical	display	in	Flicker	mode

Measuring mode
There are two test modes, Flicker and Dmax, which are described below.  
In Flicker mode, all test quantities are tested and evaluated. The number of tests and the test time can be set. The test 
process can be completed automatically after the start, which can be summarized as - automatic mode. 
In Dmax mode, Dmax tests are carried out many times (24 times). Each test time is fixed. When one test is completed, the 
next test needs to be started by clicking again before the next test can be carried out. It can be summarized as manual 
mode.
Move to
This setting is only valid in Dmax measurement mode and is designed to change the number of tests. After completing a 
manual test, it is optional to select or modify the number of items in the test and re-measure the unsatisfactory number of 
times.

Input	element	display

Display	Voltage	range	
and	target	frequency

Rated	voltage	display

Voltage 	 f requency	
display

Observation	period
（Number	
of	flickers）

Time	and	operation	duration	of	
single	observation	period

Number	of	current	measure-
ments/	Total	number

Judgment	result	
display

Input	elements	
to	be	judged

Display	the	Measured	
input	element

Limit	 items	&specifi-
cation	index	of	limit

Judgment	 result 	 of	
the	 flicker	measure-
ment

Flicker	measure-
ment	status
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Failed
The measurement results show that the "failed" value is more than or equal to the pre-set threshold or limit value, 
indicating that the measured results fail to meet the judgement conditions.

Value display in Dmax mode

In Flicker and Dmax modes, there are differences in display results and display layout of Flicker measurements, which can 
be summarized into the following two aspects.
1) Judgement conditions for display
In Flicker mode, the limit values of dc, dmax, D (t), Pst and Plt are displayed.
In Dmax mode, only the limit value of Dmax is displayed.
2) Display layout of flicker values
In Flicker mode, a page can display up to 12 flicker measurements and judgement results. When the number of flicker 
measurements exceeds 12, multi-page data will be displayed, and the display page will be switched by choosing "▲" or 
"▼".
In Dmax mode, a page can display up to 24 flicker measurements and judgement results

5.5.1.2 Flicker parameters setting
Operation	method:	Click	the	"Flicker"	icon	to	enter	the	flicker	page,	right	click	in	the	flicker	window	to	enter	the	flicker	
setting	page.
The flicker settings in Flicker mode are as follows

Time	and	operation	duration	
of	single	observation	period

Observation	pe-
riod（Number	of	
flickers）

Number	of	current	measurements/	Total	number

Judgment	 result	of	
the	flicker	measure-
ment

D i s p l a y 	 t h e	
m e a s u r e m e n t	
p a r am e t e r s 	 i n	
flicker	mode	and	
Judgment	 results	
（same	as	Flicker）

Judgement result of flicker measurement 
Pass
The measurement results show that the "pass" value is less than the pre-set threshold or limit value, indicating that the 
measured results meet the judgement conditions. 
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When	Un	mode	 is	 set	as	AUTO,	 the	
parameters	will	automatically	 form;	
when	it	is	SET,	the	parameters	will	be	
changed	manually

Select	 the	elements	 to	be	measured.	You	
can	select	more	than	one	at	the	same	time

Modify	 the	 rated	voltage	values	
within	 the	 range	 from	 0.01	 to	
999.9V	only	when	Un	mode	is	set	
as	SET

Set	the	count	of	
flicker	measurements	
within	the	range	from	
1	to	99

Set	 the	value	of	Dmin:	 threshold	
of 	 the	 Steady-state	 condition	
(range	from	0.10%	to	9.99%)

Set	measurement	 target	
frequency	（50Hz	or	60Hz）

Set	the	 interval	of	each	flicker	mea-
surement.	The	values	which	can	be	
set	should	be	the	even	number	with-
in	the	range	from	60s	to	90s

5.5.1.3 Flicker graphics settings
When	the	flicker	measurement	begins,	the	power	analyzer	can	display	the	instantaneous	flicker	visual	curve	(IFS)	and	
cumulative	probability	function	curve	(CPF)	according	to	the	current	measurement	data.	The	setting	interface	is	as	follows：

Unit
The input unit for flicker measurement can be selected. Multiple input units can be selected at the same time. Options can 
support channel adaptation.
Un mode
Rated voltage is used as the benchmark for calculating measurement data. Users can choose two modes to determine the 
allocation of rated voltage: automatic mode and setting mode. 
Automatic mode：automatically obtain the voltage measured at the beginning of voltage fluctuation and flicker 
measurement as the rated voltage.
Setting mode：the rated voltage value is set by the user. 
Target frequency
The target frequency directly affects parameters such as the flicker transfer function, and the user needs to select an 
appropriate value. 
Times of measurement 
The user needs to set times of measurements of the short-time flicker value Pst. 
Interval
Set the time of a single observation interval.
Steady-state threshold range dmin
The user can set the threshold range of steady state for dmin. When the voltage fluctuation exceeds the threshold, the 
steady state is broken, the measured value fluctuates and the stable state ends.

Select	 the	 display	 format	 for	
flicker	(Numeric,	IFS,	and	CPF)

You	 can	 select	 the	
input	element	whose	
IFS	curves	should	be	
displayed.	

Set	maximum	value	of	the	IFS

CPF	curves	of	different	measured	
elements	 in	different	measure-
ment	numbers	will	be	displayed	
on	power	analyzer.	They	can	be	
adjusted	by	selecting	measured	
elements.	After	measurement	 is	
completed,	you	can	select	mea-
surement	number.
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5.5.2 Project setting of flicker measurement
Operation method: click the "Flicker" icon to enter the flicker page, right click in the flicker window to enter the flicker 
setting page. The interface is as follows：

Limit value settings
Select the "Limit Value" option and enter the following settings interface. The opening/closing of the limit values of each 
item (dc, dmax, D (t), Pst, Plt) is set and their magnitude and value are modified accordingly. The limit values can be 
modified only in the reset state, and in the non-reset state.

3) Select the number of flickers 
The number of flickers can be selected only after the flicker measurement is completed. A number of flickers represents a 
measurement interval, indicating that the CPF curve shows the flicker measurement values of the number of measurement 
intervals of a unit.

Set	 the	dc	value	within	the	range	
from	1.00	to	99.99%

Set	the	value	of	the	Plt	within	
the	range	from	0.10	to	99.99

Set	the	dmax	within	the	range	from	
1.00	to	99.99%
Set	the	time	(from	1	to	99999ms)	
and	range	 threshold	 (from	1.00	
to	99.99%)	of	the	d	(t)	value

Set	the	value	of	the	Pst	within	the	
range	from	0.10	to	99.99

IFS graphics settings
1) Configure the maximum IFS 
Users can set the maximum range of the longitudinal lock in the display interface, and the maximum values can be set to 
10, 100, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000, respectively.  
2) Display IFS curve 
After the flicker measurement is started, the user checks the "IFS" option in the "Display Type" and the number of the IFS 
curve (IFS_1~IFS_7) that needs to be displayed in the selection dialog box. If all IFS curves need to be displayed, check the 
"All" option. 
CPF graphics settings
1) Display CPF curve 
After the flicker measurement is started, the user checks the "CPF" option in the "Display Type" and the number of the 
CPF curve (CPF_1~CPF_14) that needs to be displayed in the selection dialog box. If all CPF curves need to be displayed, 
check the "All" option.  
2) Set the unit number 
Each CPF curve can be specified to display the flicker measurement value of an input unit. Units 1~ 7 can be selected 
through the drop-down box to support channel self-adaptation. An input unit can have multiple CPF curves, each curve 
corresponds to a measurement interval, and one measurement interval corresponds to the number of flicker measurements.  
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Description of judgement conditions
Relative steady-state voltage variation
The value of the relative steady-state voltage change is represented by dc, and is calculated by removing the difference 
between the two steady-state voltages before and after the one-time voltage fluctuation with the rated voltage, and the 
result is a value expressed by a percentage (%).
Maximum relative voltage change
The maximum relative voltage change is represented by dmax, and is calculated as the difference between the maximum 
value and the minimum value of the voltage fluctuation for one time by the rated voltage, and the result is a value 
expressed by a percentage (%). 
Time when relative voltage changes exceed the threshold 
d(t) is used to represent the time when the relative voltage change exceeds the threshold during voltage fluctuation. Users 
need to set the range where the flicker exceeds the threshold, which is represented by percentage (%).
Short term flicker severity
Short term flicker severity is represented by Pst. In flicker measurement, users need choose whether to judge the condition 
or not and set the judgement limit during selection and judgement.
Long term flicker severity
Long term flicker severity is represented by Plt. In flicker measurement, users need choose whether to judge the condition 
or not and set the limit when they choose to judge. 
The maximum relative voltage change is represented by dmax, and is calculated as the difference between the maximum 
value and the minimum value of the voltage fluctuation for one time by the rated voltage, and the result is a value 
expressed by a percentage (%).

5.6 Bar Display
Bar	graph	is	another	way	adopted	to	display	the	harmonic	measurement	data.	The	measured	items	reflected	in	the	bar	
match	the	harmonic	measurement	items.	The	data	of	the	harmonics	of	each	order	can	be	displayed	in	the	bar.
Users	can	press	Bar	key	 to	access	 to	 the	Bar	menu	on	which	users	can	set	 the	 items	such	as	bar	display	 formats,	
measurement	items	and	so	on.	You	can	also	use	the	cursor	to	view	the	measurement	data	of	the	harmonic	of	specified	order.

5.6.1 Setting the Format of the Bar Graphs
1) Procedures：Press BAR，and Right-click, choose the Form.
2) Setup menu：

Format of the screen split
Single：The data of bar graph (Item No.) 1 are displayed.
Dual：The data of bar graphs (Item No.) 1 and 2 are displayed
Trisection：The data of bar graphs (Item No.) 1 to 3 are displayed.

Bar Graph Display Range
You can configure the harmonic measurement values of the harmonic order starting and ending to display as a format of 
bar graph.
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Set	the	elements	(from	1	to	7,	ΣA~ΣC)

Set	the	measurement	functions（U,	I,	
P,	S、Q,	λ,	Φ,	ΦU,	ΦI,	Z,	Rs,	Xs,	Rp,	Xp）
Turn	on/off	the	sorting
Set	 the	 vertical	 scale	modes	
(Auto	or	manual)

Element/Σ
You can specify the bar graphs to be displayed by selecting the measurement element number from 1 to 7 and the wiring 
system (ΣA, ΣB, ΣC). The available options vary depending on the installed elements.
Function
You can select what kind of measurement functions to be displayed as bar graphs.
Sorting
You can turn on or off the sorting function. There are displays such as Order or Value. The top big 10 harmonic orders (from 
starting to ending) are selected, being sorted from large to small. 
Scale mode 
There are 2 kinds of the vertical scale mode, including auto and manual modes.
1）Auto
• When the function is U, I, P, S, or Q, the scaling is logarithmic (Log)
• When the function is λ, Φ, ΦU, ΦI, Z, Rs, Xs, Rp, or Xp, the scaling is linear (Linear).
• The upper and lower limits of the bar graph window are automatically determined based on the maximum and minimum
  displayed trend data values. The lower and upper limits for λ are –1 and 1. For Φ, ΦU, and ΦI, the minimum and   
  maximum values are –180 to 180°. Negative values correspond to phase lagging and positive values correspond to phase  
  leading.
2）Manual
You can set the type, upper limit, and X-axis position of the vertical scale in the manual mode.
Vertical scale type：You can set the scale type to linear (Linear) or logarithmic (Log).
Linear：Set the upper limit within the range from 10n to 9.999T

5.6.2 Setting the Bar Graph Display Item
1) Procedure：Press BAR, Right-click and choose the Item.
2) Setup menu：

Note：
You can set the bar graph on such condition that the starting harmonic order cannot be more than 10 orders less than the
ending order.
This instrument cannot display bar graphs containing harmonic orders that are greater than the maximum measurable 
order.
When the measurement function of a bar graph is Φ, order 0 has no values, so it cannot be displayed in the bar graph.
When the measurement function of a bar graph is ΦU or ΦI, orders 0 and 1 have no values, so they cannot be displayed in 
the bar graph.
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5.6.3 Setting the Cursors on the Bar Graphs
1) Procedure：Press BAR, Right-click and choose the Cursor.
2) Setup menu：

Turn	on	or	off	the	cursor	measurement
Use	the	cursor	C1+Order	to	measure	the	
harmonic	order	on	the	bar	graph（within	
the	range	from	0	to	500）

Use	the	cursor	C2×Order	 to	
measure	the	harmonic	order	
on	 the	bar	graph（within	 the	
range	from	0	to	500）

Turn	 the	cursor	 linkage	on	or	off.	You	can	 turn	
the	Linkage	on	to	move	cursor	1	(+)	and	cursor	2	
(x)	without	changing	the	distance	between	them

The harmonic orders for the measurement by the cursor on the bar graph can only be set validly between the starting 
orders and the ending orders.
The Items measured by the cursors on the bar graphs
Y+ The vertical-axis (Y-axis) value of cursor 1 (+)
Yx The vertical-axis (Y-axis) value of cursor 2 (x)
ΔY The difference between the vertical-axis (Y-axis) values of cursor 1 (+) and cursor 2 (x)
X+ Order Harmonic order measured by Cursor 1(+) currently
Xx Order Harmonic order measured by Cursor2(x) currently

5.7 FFT Function
FFT,	Fast	Fourier	Transformation,	is	useful	when	you	wish	to	check	the	frequency	distribution,	amplitude	and	phase	of	the	
different	sinusoidal	wave	of	the	input	signal	measured	by	this	instrument.	This	power	analyzer	allows	the	power	spectrum	of	
the	input	signal	to	be	displayed	through	FFT.
You	can	select	FFT	object	from	the	following	measurement	functions	on	this	po	wer	analyzer:
• Voltage, current, active power and reactive power of each unit
• Torque and rotation speed signal of motor input

logarithmic：Set the upper limit within the range from 1n to 10GX Axis position： This setting is valid when you set the 
vertical scale mode to Manual and the vertical scale type to Linear. You can set the point at which the X-axis coordinate is 
0 to Bottom (the bottom of the screen) or Center (the center of the screen).
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FFT	split	screen	setting.	(Single,	dual,	quad)
FFT	points	selected:	you	can	select	from	20k	or	200k
Sampling	rate	setting（1:1、1:10、1:100、1:200）

Select	 the	window	types	 (rectangular	window,	Hanning	
window,	Hamming	window,	Blackman	window,	Flat-top	
window)

Setting	 the	display	 range	of	 the	X-axis	 (frequency):	Disp	
Start	and	Disp	End;	 it	 is	relative	to	the	settings	of	the	FFT	
points	and	sample	rate

Y-axis	display	 format:	you	can	set	as	 linear	or	 logarithm	
(Linear/	LOG)

FFT window
• Rectangular
  The main features of the Rectangular window include narrow main lobe, wide side lobe, more accurate frequency  
  identification, less accurate amplitude identification. Rectangular window function is very useful in measuring the 
  repeated AC signal waveform whose measurement period is integral multiple of FFT measurement interval. FFT 
  measurement interval is 1s or 100ms, which will vary depending on setting FFT points (200K or 20k).
• Hanning and FlatTop
  These 2 windows are useful for the waveform which cannot satisfy the requirement of the conditions of the above 
  rectangular window. They can make the signals adjacent to both sides of time window attenuated smoothly to level 0, so 
  as to keep continuous signals. Frequency component non-existent is detectable by applying Hanning window and Flat- 
  top window function. However, compared with rectangular window, the frequency component detectable is much  
  smaller. In aspect of the frequency resolution, Hanning window is higher compared with the flattop window. However, 
  the flattop window has a higher level of accuracy.
• Blackman
  The main features of the Blackman window include wide main lobe, narrow side lobe, more accurate amplitude  
  identification, less accurate frequency identification.	
FFT type
Line： The data obtained by FFT are displayed in the line graph.
Bar：The data obtained by FFT are displayed in bar graph.
Setting the range
Setting the display range of the X-axis (frequency): Disp Start and Disp End; it is relative to the settings of the FFT points 
and sample rate.

Set	graticule.	You	can	set	it	as	grid,	no	table	or	coor-
dinates	format
Turn	on/off	scale
Image	display	format:	you	can	set	it	as	line	or	bar

1:1 1:10 1:100 1:200

Start End Start End Start End Start End

20k 0-9990 10-10000 0-990 10-1000 0-90 10-100 0-40 10-50

200k 0-99900 10-100000 0-9990 10-10000 0-990 10-1000 0-490 10-500

sample	
pointLimit	

range	
Point	

5.7.1 Setting the FFT Format
1）Procedure：Press FFT, then right-click and choose Form.
2）Setup menu：
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Vertical scale type
There are two types of vertical scale display for the power spectrum of the FFT data, including Liner and Logarithmic.
If you select Linear mode, the maximum value of the Y-axis is determined automatically from the measurement range. 
The minimum value is zero.If you select Logarithmic mode, the maximum value of the Y-axis is one digit above the 
measurement range, and is a value that is an integer power of 10. The minimum value is equal to 1/1000000 of the 
maximum value.

5.7.2 Setting the Items of FFT Function
1）Procedure：Press FFT, right-click and click Item
2）Setup menu：

Display	or	conceal	FFT	item
Select	the	position	for	FFT	item

Select	the	operand	for	FFT	computation
The	operands	 including:	 the	 voltage,	 current,	
active	power,	and	reactive	power	of	each	 input	
element;	motor	torque	and	speed	
Modify	the	label	name	of	the	FFT	item（up	to	8	characters）
Set	the	zoom	ratio	 for	the	FFT	graph	within	the	
range	from	0.1	to	999.9

Select	the	X-axis	position	for	the	FFT	graph:	
Bottom	or	Center

Position
You can set the position of the power spectrum in FFT function on the screen. The setting of the position is relative to the 
number of the screen split. When the screen split is set as Single，the selectable item is Graph 1. When the screen split is 
set as Dual, the selectable items include Graph 1 and Graph2. When the screen split is set as Quad, the selectable items 
include Graph 1, Graph 2, Graph 3, and Graph 4.
Y axis ratio
You can set the zoom ratio for the graph display of the FFT function.

Note：
• You can set the FFT display up to 4 items on the screen of the power analyzer. The setting methods are the same.
• when vertical scale type is liner, and source is set to P or Q, the X axis position is fixed to be Bottom and the option of     
   Center is not selectable. Others conditions are selectable.

5.7.3 Setting the FFT Cursor Measurement
1）Procedure： Press FFT, right-click and click Cursor 
2）Setup menu：

Turning	Cursor	measurement	on	and	off	

Set	the	position	of	cursor	1	(+)	 for	a	certain	FFT	operation:	
from	FFT1	to	FFT4

Set	the	position	of	C2	(X)	for	a	certain	FFT	operation:	from	
FFT1	to	FFT4	

Set	the	C1+position	and	the	limit	range	is	from	0	to	1500

Set	the	C2×position	by	entering	the	values

Turn	on	or	off	the	cursor	linkage
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5.8 Motor Evaluation（Option）
In	the	model	equipped	with	the	function	of	motor	evaluation,	by	using	the	motor	evaluation	function	(option),	the	rotating	
speed,	torque,	and	output	of	a	motor	can	be	determined	from	the	DC	voltage	(analog	signal)	or	pulse	count	signal	received	
from	a	revolution	sensor,	which	is	proportional	to	the	rotating	speed	of	the	motor,	and	the	DC	voltage	(analog	signal)	or	
pulse	count	signal	received	from	a	torque	meter,	which	is	proportional	to	the	motor’s	torque.	In	addition,	the	synchronous	
speed	and	slip	of	a	motor	can	be	determined	by	setting	the	motor’s	number	of	poles.	Furthermore,	the	active	power	and	
frequency	that	are	measured	by	this	instrument	and	the	motor	output	can	be	used	to	compute	the	motor	efficiency	and	the	
total	efficiency.	Double-motor	is	installed	on	this	model.

5.8.1 Setting the Motor Format
1）Procedrue：Press           ,           and Press Motor, then right-click and Press Form.
2）Setup menu：

The Single-Motor menu mode is a default mode to access to. Select Double-Motor to access to the Double-Motor menu, as 
shown in the following picture.

Setting the position of the cursor
The position of the cursor can be set or moved according to the specified points on the FFT graph. The positions of the 
cursor C1x and C2+ will vary depending on the FFT points.
Items of cursor measurement
Y+ Vertical value of cursor 1(+) (Y-axis value)
Yx Vertical value of cursor 2(x) (Y-axis value)
ΔY The difference between the Y-axis values of cursor1 (+) and cursor2 (x)
X+ Horizontal value of cursor 1(+) (frequency)
Xx Horizontal value of cursor 2(x) (frequency)
ΔX The difference between the X-axis values of cursor1 (+) and cursor2 (x)
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5.8.2 Setting the Motor Item

5.8.2.1 Setting the Items of Single-Motor
1）	Procedure：Press													→Motor→Form→Single	motor	mode→ITEM	
2）Setup	menu：

Set	the	speed	1	of	the	motor	signal

Set	the	torque	of	the	motor	signal

Select	and	set	the	Pm1

Set	the	synchronization	source

Setting the Torque 1
1）Analog signal

Set	the	scaling	factor	for	the	analog	input	
within	the	range	from	0.0001	to	99999.9999

Set	the	rang	for	the	Line	filter：
Off,	100HZ,	1000HZ

Set	the	unit（up	to	8	characters）

Turn	on	or	off	the	Auto	Range	
Set	the	value	of	the	range：
1V,	2V,	5V,	10V,	20V

Set	the	Slop	(A)	and	Offset	(B)	of	the	speed	
and	torque	of	the	motor	signal	input.
Line	A：from	0.001	to	1000000.000；
Line	B：From	–1000000.000	to	1000000.000

2）Pulse signal

Set	the	scaling	for	the	pulse	signal（with-
in	the	range	from	0.0001to	99999.9999）

Range	 upper	 l imit：From	
-10000.0000	to	10000.0000
Range	 upper	 l imit：From	
-999.9999	to	1999.9999

Range	 lower	 limit：From	
-999.9999	to	1999.9999

Rated	 frequency	 lower	 limit：
From	1	to	15000

Rated	frequency	upper	 limit：
From	1	to	15000

Set	the	unit（up	to	8	characters）

Range 	 l owe r 	 l im i t：From	
-10000.0000	to	10000.0000
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Setting the Speed 1
1）Analog signal

Set	the	scaling	factor	for	the	analog	input	
within	the	range	from	0.0001	to	99999.9999

Set	the	rang	for	the	Line	filter：
Off,	100HZ,	1000HZ

Set	the	unit（up	to	8	characters）

Turn	on	or	off	the	Auto	Range	
Set	the	value	of	the	range：
1V,	2V,	5V,	10V,	20V

Set	the	Slop	(A)	and	Offset	(B)	of	the	speed	
and	torque	of	the	motor	signal	input.
Line	A：from	0.001	to	1000000.000；
Line	B：From	–1000000.000	to	1000000.000

2）Pulse signal

Set	the	scaling	for	the	pulse	signal（within	
the	range	from	0.0001	to	99999.9999）

Range	upper	 limit：from	
0.0000	to	99999.9999

Range 	 l owe r 	 l im i t：f rom	
0.0000	to	99999.9999

Set	the	pulse	number	per	cycle（from	1	to	9999）

Set	the	unit（Up	to	8	characters）

Set the Pm1 (Mechanical Output of the Motor)

Set 	 the 	 unit（up	 to 	 8	
characters）

Set	the	motor	poles（within	the	range	from	1	to	99）

Set	 the	Scaling：From	0.0001	 to	
99999.9999

Synchronization Source
Select Sync Source to access to the synchronization source setup menu. You can select the signal to be the synchronization 
source from the following items, including U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, U6, U7, I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6,I7, EXT CLK, None. The selectable 
items vary depending on the installed elements.

5.8.2.2 Setting the Items of Double-Motor
1）	Procedure：Press													Motor→Right-click→Form→Double-Motor→Item	
2）Setup	menu：
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Setting the Torque 2

Setting the speed 2

Set the Pm2 (Mechanical Output of the Motor)

Please refer to Torque 1 .

Please refer to speed 1 .

Please refer to Pm 1 .

5.8.3 Linear Scale for the Analog Signal
Users can set the slope and offset for the input signal of the speed and torque on the power analyzer either by manual or 
by two points computation.
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Two Points Method
In the speed and torque input diagram, users can specify 2 values for the input voltage (Point1X and Point2Y) and 2 
corresponding measurement values (Point1Y and Point2Y), in unit of rpm or N•m.
The ranges for setting X and Y values for the 2 specified points have been marked in the diagram.
After X and Y values for the 2 specified points are set, select execution key to activate the power analyzer to calculate 
the slope (A) and offset (B) for the input signal based on 4 values. After slope (A) and offset (B) are calculated, the power 
analyzer can be used to calculate the measurement values for the speed and torque based on the following equation:
Speed, torque= S (AX + B) – Null

5.8.4 Relationship between torque pulse input range and pulse rating in pulse mode
The torque pulse factor and torque pulse offset are determined by the pulse rating of the torque signal. If a torque sensor 
is used to measure torque in the range of - 20N•m to +20N•m, the pulse input range and pulse rating are set as follows:
• Pulse range upper: 20.0000
• Pulse range lower: - 20.0000
• Rated upper of torque signal: 50.0000
• Rated lower of torque signal: - 50.0000
• Rated freq upper of torque signal: 15000
• Rated freq lower of torque signal: 5000

   Manually Setting

The slope (A) and offset (B) for the input signal of the speed and torque can be set within the following ranges:
Line A：from 0.001 to 1000000.000
Line B：from 1000000.000 to 1000000.000
Formula for the speed and torque：Speed, torque= S(AX + B) – Null(wherein, S：Ratio；A：Slope for the input signal；X：
Input voltage from speed sensor or torque meter；B：Offset；Null：Null value ).
Line A is supposed to be 1 and Line B is supposed to be 0, i.e. no offset existing in the input signal for the speed and 
torque, then the following formula adopted will not affect the results:
Speed (or torque) = SX – Null
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As shown in the figure above, the specifications of pulse output torque sensor are:
Pulse rating (positive): output 15kHz at 50N•m
Pulse rating (negative): output 5kHz at - 50N•m

5.9 Vector display
After	successful	connection	between	the	application	and	the	device,	click															icon	and	enter	the	vector	display	interface.	

Click the right mouse button at any position of the vector view to enter the setting menu of the vector display. 

5.8.4 Setting the Double-Motor Mode
When you switch the instrument to double-motor mode, the settings will be also changed. Follows are a few settings 
regarding double-motor mode.

Setting the efficiency equation used in the double-mo tor mode
Pm2 (Mechanical Output of the Motor 2) is added to the drop-down menus of the efficiency equations.

Setting the storage items in the double-motor mode
The speed, torque, synchronization speed , slip and motor output of the motor 2 are added to the storage setup menu.

All items display in the double-mo tor mode
The speed, torque, motor output and the slip of the motor 2 are added to the numeric display menu.

Setting multiple types o f items
The measurement function of Double-motor is added to the setup menus such as numeric, waveform, trend, X-Y graph 
displays and user-defined items.
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5.10 Combination display
After	successful	connection	between	the	application	and	the	device,	click			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	icon	and	then	the	numerical	value,	
wave,	trend	and	vector	to	display	the	combination	view,	which	supports	4	types	of	data	display	at	most.

Move the mouse in the data display zone scope of any type and click the right mouse button to call the setting menu of 
the type of data, see paragraphs 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 for details. . 
When the combination display has showed certain data view and the view icon is clicked, this view in the combination 
display will be canceled. For example, the combination display has selected to show the numerical value, wave, trend 
and vector, when the user clicks again the icon of the numerical value, the combination display will show only three data 
display boxes, that is, wave, trend and vector, respectively, and the numerical value view is no longer displayed.

Set	the	screen	split	form	of	the	vector	view

Set	the	value	displaying	the	vector	data

Set	the	display	item	of	the	vector	item	1
Vector	display	item	(Element	1~	Element
7	and	wiring	group	ΣA~ΣC)
Set	the	switch	for	synchronous	mode	of
U	coefficient	and	I	coefficient

Set	the	display	item	of	the	vector	item	2
Vector	display	item	(Element	1~	Element	7
and	wiring	group	ΣA~ΣC)
Set	the	switch	for	synchronous	mode	of	U
coefficient	and	I	coefficient

5.11 Low Voltage Ride-through Measurement

5.11. 1 Function introduction
When	the	inverter	is	connected	to	the	grid,	the	generator	set	is	required	to	realize	continuous	grid-connected	operation	
when	the	voltage	drops	within	a	certain	range.
VIEW770	power	analyzer	has	the	fastest	data	update	rate	of	10ms	and	high	precision	measurement,	and	can	detect	dynamic	
grid-connected	voltage	in	low	voltage	ride-through.
The	low	voltage	ride-through	test	function	provides	online	data	analysis	throughout	the	whole	process.	It	provides	display	
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and	analysis	of	original	data	waveforms	of	three-phase	voltage	and	three-phase	current,	of	basic	measurement	items,	and	
of	positive	and	negative	sequence	data	curves	in	the	whole	test	process.	It	supports	the	saving	and	loading	of	test	data	to	
facilitate	re-analysis	after	the	test	is	completed.	it	also	supports	the	export	of	test	data	for	offline	analysis	by	users.	It	can	
save	and	analyze	test	data	for	up	to	2	minutes.
It	is	committed	to	providing	users	with	the	simplest	implementation	of	low	voltage	ride-through	test	and	powerful	and	rich	
data	analysis	operations.

5.11. 2 Test standards
The	low	voltage	ride-through	test	standards	for	wind	turbines	are	NB/T	31051-2014	and	GB/T	19963-2011.	The	voltage	sag	
generator	is	shown	in	the	figure

Low	voltage	ride-through	requirements	are	shown	in	the	figure.

5.11. 3 Test navigation

Press	button														,	click	button															to	enter	the	low-voltage	ride-through	interface.			
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5.11. 4  Low voltage ride-through setting
1)	Setting	path:	Right-click	in	the	main	low	voltage	ride-through	interface.

2)	Low	voltage	ride-through	setting	menu	interface:

Unit/Σ
Select the unit or wiring group to be measured. Options are Unit 1 ~ Unit 7 and wiring groups ΣA~ΣC, which supports 
channel adaptation function.

Timeline
Set the test duration, and the optional parameters are 200ms, 500ms, 1s, 3s, 6s and 12s (corresponding to the total 
duration of 2s, 5s, 10s, 30s, 1min and 2min respectively).

Display mapping
Set the measurement items corresponding to each split screen display image in the main interface, and each split screen 
can display up to 4 measurement items.

5.11. 5 Test data export
1)	Setting	path:	Click	"ExportData"	in	the	main	low	voltage	ride-through	interface.

2)	Test	data	export	interface:
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Unit export item (check box)
Waveform items: U, I
Basic items: Urms, Irm, P, S, Q

Wiring group export (check box)
Waveform items: U, I
Basic items: Urms, Irm, P, S, Q, Pos U, Neg U, Pos I, Neg I, Pos P

File export configuration:
Set file naming method, edit file name and file saving path (only on PC), and the format of export test data file is. csv

5.11.6 Low voltage ride-through test image zoom
1)	Area	zoom

Mouse	drag	two	vertical	lines	in	the	interface	to	select	the	zoom	area,	double-click	the	area,	and	the	interface	will	display	the	

enlarged	image	of	the	area.	It	can	be	enlarged	to	a	minimum	range	of	1ms.	After	the	image	is	enlarged,	if	you	need	to	restore	

it,	click	the	"-"	icon	with	the	mouse	to	gradually	restore	it	to	the	original	image.

2)	Step-by-step	scale

Upon	each	click	on	the	"+"	icon,	the	image	is	enlarged	and	displayed	as	1/2	of	the	source	image,	multiple	clicks	and	so	on.	It	

can	be	enlarged	to	a	minimum	range	of	1ms.	After	the	image	is	enlarged,	if	you	need	to	restore	it,	click	the	"-"	icon	with	the	

mouse	to	gradually	restore	it	to	the	original	image.

5.11. 7 Other functions
1)	Saving	data:	Save	the	current	test	data	as	a	binary	file.

2)	Loading	data:	Load	the	saved	binary	test	data	to	the	main	interface.

3)	Resetting	test:	Erase	the	test	or	load	data,	and	perform	measurement	again	after	erasing.

4)	Cursor	display:	cursor	vertical	line,	indicating	4	split	screen	test	image	values	at	the	same	time,	and	cursor	values	are	

displayed	in	the	upper	right	corner	of	each	split	screen.

Notes:

1.	The	type	of	wiring	group	must	be	3P3W	(3V3A)	or	3P4W	before	normal	low	voltage	ride-through	test	can	be	carried	out.
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Chapter 6   Integral Function       

  
After successful connection between the application and the device, use the application to execute the integral function of 
the device.

6.1 Starting, stopping and holding of integral operation
The independent integral function is turned off, and wen all integral conditions are set, select "Start", "Hold" or "Stop" in 
the menu bar to perform the corresponding operation. The operation interface is shown as follows:

Indication of integral status
Ready：The screen status indicates "Status: Ready".
Start：The screen status indicates "Status: Start".
Hold：The screen status indicates "Status: Hold".

Attention：
Before starting, make ensure that "Status: Ready" is indicated on the integral status bar.
If the integration time is not up but the integral operation is suspended manually, the integration can be restarted directly.

Integral	status

Starting,	holding,	stopping	and	
setting	of	integral	operation

6.2 Integral setting
This section describes integral function operation when the independent integral function is turned off. How to set integral 
conditions such as integral status, integral time, integral timer, watt-hour integral mode and current integral mode, etc.
1) Operation path: Press button           , and select "Integral Setting" menu.
2) The setting interface is as follows：

Integral	setting	mode	 (normal,	con-
tinuous,	R-Normal,	R-Continuous)
Integral	time,	control	time
(It	 is	possible	to	set	only	when	the	mode	
is	set	to	R-Normal	or	R-Continuous)

Watt-hour

Current	
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6.2.1 Integral mode

Normal integral
In this mode, the integral time can be set. Click START to start integral. When the set time of the integral timer elapses, integral 
stops automatically and the integral time and integral value are saved.

Continuous integral 
In this mode, the integral time can be set. Click START to start integral. When the set time of the integral timer elapses, integral 
resets automatically and restarts, which will circulate.

R-normal integral  
In this mode, the integral time and real-time control time can be set. Click START to enter the integral ready status. When the 
set time of the integral timer elapses, integral just starts. And it stops until the set time of the timer or the appointed stop time 
elapses. After that, the integral time and integral value are retained.

R-continuous integral
In this mode, the integral time and real-time control time can be set. Click START to enter the integral ready status. When the set 
time of the integral timer elapses, integral just starts. It resets automatically and restarts and circulates when the set time of the 
timer elapses. When the appointed stop time elapses, integral stops, and the integral time and integral value are retained.

6.2.2 Setting of integral time 

Set	the	start	and	end	integral	time	
to	the	same	time	value

Setting	of	prearranged	start	and	end	time

Setting	of	time	for	the	integral	timer
Setting	range:	00:00:01-10000:59:59

Integral time refers to the integral duration. The minimum integral time is dependent on the current data updating rate, and the 
integral time cannot be less than the time needed for updating the data for one time. For example, if the current data update rate 
is 5s, then the minimum value that the integral timer can set is 5s.

6.2.3 Setting of time for timed integration

Attention：
The time can be prearranged for integration only in R-Normal or R-Continuous modes.
Real-time control can not be less than the time needed for one update based on the update rate  when integral mode is 
R-Normal;
Real-time control can not be less than the integral time when integral mode is R-Continuous

6.2.4 Setting of watt-hour integral method
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By	integral	method,	charge/discharge	or	bought/sold	electricity	can	be	selected

Setting	method	when	watt-hour	integral	mode	is
selected	(individually,	collectively)

Watt-hour integral mode
Linkage：
The switch is ON: Set simultaneously for all installed input units.
The switch is OFF: Set individually for each installed input unit.

Integral method
Charge/Discharge: WP±, to measure negative and positive DC watt-hour separately.
Sold/Bought: WP±, to measure negative and positive AC watt-hour separately.

6.2.5 Current mode of current integral

Current integral method
Linkage：
The switch is ON: Set simultaneously for all installed input units.
The switch is OFF: Set individually for each installed input unit.

Current integral mode
rms、mean、dc、rmean、ac。

Select	setting	of	 integral	
mode

Select	 current	 integral	
mode

6.3 Independent integral enabled
   The units can be selected altogether or individually in starting, stopping and resetting of integration.

When independent integral is open, the icon is           ，When independent integral is closed, the icon is
indicating the independent integral in disabled.
Integral setting interface with the independent integral enabled:
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Integral	mode
Unit	selection
Integral	time	 Unit	status	

Control	time

Watt-hour	integral	mode	

Current	integral	mode

The integral operation executed via the application is the same with that via the device and supports the integral auto 
range function, as well. Before the integral starts, you need to switch the auto range ON and it will adjust the signal source 
and automatically switch to range; and after the integral starts, the RANGE indicator is in gray and cannot be set.

6.3.1.1 Setting of integral mode
						Refer	to	6.2.1	for	details

6.3.1.2 Unit selection, unit status, and integral time

6.3.1 Integral setting
Operation path: Click independent integral switch         , click integral setting icon        in the integral function field, and 
you will the integral setting menus shown below.
The setting interface is shown below.
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Attention：
Unit channel adaptability is supported, and multiple units can be selected, but at least one unit is selected;
Unit channel adaptability is supported, and the unit status is single selection;
When the switch is orange (ON), the unit integral time is set in linkage, otherwise the integral time is set separately;
The selected unit can be set in the integral time, while the unselected unit cannot be set in integral time;

6.3.1.3 Control time

Note：
When R-Normal or R-Continuous is selected, the control time is valid;
When the switch is orange (ON), the linkage control unit control the time; otherwise, the time can be set individually;
The selected unit is set in the control time; while the unselected unit can't be set in the control time;

6.3.1.4 Watt-hour integral mode

Integral method 
Charge/Discharge: WP±, to measure positive and negative DC watt-hour separately. 
Bought/Sold: WP±, to measure positive and negative AC watt-hour separately.

Note：
When the switch is orange (ON), the watt-hour integral is set in linkage; otherwise, the watt-hour integral is set separately.

6.3.1.5 Current integral mode
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Status Recording time Stop time

Normal	integral Status:	ready,	start,	time	out,	
pause	

Synchronous	with	the	integral	
time	 None

Continuous	integral Status:	ready,	start,	pause

Synchronous	with	the	integral	
time,	and	restart	the	clock	after	
the	set	time	of	the	timer	arrives	
and	repeat

None

R-normal	integral

Status:	ready	(when	the	appoint-
ed	start	time	arrives,	the	status	
turns	to	be	START),	time	out,	
pause	

Synchronous	with	the	integral	
time Appointed	integral	end	time

R-continuous	integral

Status:	ready	(when	the	appoint-
ed	start	time	arrives,	the	status	
turns	to	be	START),	time	out,	
pause	

Synchronous	with	the	integral	
time,	and	restart	the	clock	after	
the	set	time	of	the	timer	is	up	and	
repeat

Appointed	integral	end	time

Integral

After the integral starts,          icon turns to be PAUSE. RESET to operate.

6.5 Integral execution and display status 
You can execute START, PAUSE or RESET of the integral after setting as required. Under different modes, the integral status 
displays accordingly. Click           icon to display the integral status, as shown below. 

displayIntegral
mode

6.4 Limitation of integral on the instrument setting
The following functions cannot be operated or executed while the integration is running
1) While in integration, the related integral setting cannot be set
2) While in integration, initialization is not available
3) While in integration, voltage and current range cannot be set
4) While in integration, flicker, FFT, IEC, cycle analysis，LVRT cannot be set
5) While in integration, waveform display trigger does not work
6) While in integration, Info interface cannot be set.
7) With independent integral enabled, if storage mode is integral synchronization, the storage can't be enabled;
Integration can't start while the following function is being performed
1) At the beginning of cycle analysis
2) While in saving the original data
3) While in the process of initialization
4) While in upgrading
5) At the beginning of flickering
6) At the beginning of LVRT

Integral method
 rms、mean、dc、rmean、ac。

Note：
When the switch is orange (ON), the current integral is set in linkage; otherwise, the current integral is set separately;
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 Chapter 7   Storage Function
														

7.1 Storing setting
File	storing	of	the	application	can	be	set	in	the	aspects	of	the	storing	path,	file	naming	method	and	name	criterion	(the	same	
as	paragraph	4.2.2).

7.2 Storing control setting
In	the	storing	function	interface,	click									storing	setting	icon	and	enter	the	Store	Setting	interface,	as	shown	in	the	figure.	
The	Store	Setting	interface	consists	of	two	modules	of	the	Control	Setting	and	the	Item	List.	Select	the	Control	Setting	
module,	as	shown	in	the	figure	below.	

Storing mode
The	storing	mode	can	be	set	to	be	manual,	real-time,	integral	synchronizing,	event	and	single	shot.
In	the	manual	mode,	it	stores	immediately.	
In	the	real-time	mode,	it	enters	to	the	storing	ready	status.	When	the	appointed	storing	starting	time	arrives,	the	storing	
starts.	
In the integral synchronizing mode, it enters to the storing ready status. When the integral starts, it starts storing. 
In the event mode, it enters to the storing ready status. When the user customizes event occurrence, it starts storing. 
In the single shot mode, it stores immediately. Data will be stored at every clicking of START.

Select	 the	mode:	manual,	 real-time,	 integral	
synchronizing,	event	and	single	shot
Set	the	storing	count:	1~9999999
Select	event:	Event	1~Event	8
Set	the	storing	interval:	0:0:0~10000:59:59

Set	the	starting	and	ending	time	of	the	real-time	
storing

Note：1. The max. storage count changes along with the remaining memory space; 
2. The storage setting of the application is different from that of the device and if the storage path is set to be PC, files can 
only be stored on  the device. Files storing cannot be both on PC and the device. 

7.3 Storage project setting 
Select	Item	List	module	in	the	storing	setting	interface	by	following	the	above	procedures	and	enter	the	storage	item	setting	
interface,	as	shown	below：
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Select	 the	storage	project	 list:	numeric	value,	
wave	and	numeric	value+wave	
Select	Element:	Element	1~	Element	7	and	wiring	
group	∑A~∑C	

Copy	measuring	items	of	the	storing	unit	

Quick	setting	of	the	measuring	item:	ALL	ON	or	
ALL	OFF

Select	 the	measuring	 item	needing	
storing	 (options	change	along	with	
the	storage	project	list)

In the different storage project list, the optional storing measuring function is varied as follows:

NUMERIC VALUE mode
Element storage item
Basic projects: Urms，Irms，Umn，Imn，Udc，Idc，Uac，Iac，Urmn，Irmn，P，S，Q，λ，φ， FreqU，FreqI，U+peak，
I+peak，U-peak，I-peak，P+peak，P-peak，CfU，CfI，Pc，Time，WP，WP+，WP-，q，q+，q-，WS，WQ，Uthd，Ithd，
Pthd， K-factor，Uthf，Ithf，Utif，Itif，hvf，hcf
Harmonics projects: U（*），I（*），P（*），S（*），Q（*），λ（*），φ（*），φU（*），φI（*）,Z(*)，Rs（*），Xs
（*），Rp（*），Xp（*），Uhdf（*），Ihdf（*），Phdf（*）
∑A~∑C storage item
Basic Projects: Urms，Irms，Umn，Imn，Udc，Idc，Uac，Iac，Urmn，Irmn，P，S，Q，λ，φ， FreqU，FreqI，U+peak，
I+peak，U-peak，I-peak，P+peak，P-peak，CfU，CfI，Pc，Time，WP，WP+，WP-，q，q+，q-，WS，WQ，△U1，△U2，
△U3，△UΣ，△I，△P1，△P2, △P3, △PΣ, φUi-Uj，φUi-Uk，φUi-Ii，φUi-Ij，φUi-Ik，PosU，NegU，PosI，NegI，PosP
Harmonics projects: U（*），I（*），P（*），S（*），Q（*），λ（*） 

WAVE mode
Element storage projects
Element 1 ~ Element 7
Element storage item
Wave projects: U, I

NUMERIC VALUE + WAVE mode
Element storage item (check box)
Basic projects: Urms，Irms，Umn，Imn，Udc，Idc，Uac，Iac，Urmn，Irmn，P，S，Q，λ，φ， FreqU，FreqI，U+peak，
I+peak，U-peak，I-peak，P+peak，P-peak，CfU，CfI，Pc，Time，WP，WP+，WP-，q，q+，q-，WS，WQ，Uthd，Ithd，
Pthd， K-factor，Uthf，Ithf，Utif，Itif，hvf，hcf
Harmonics projects: U（*），I（*），P（*），S（*），Q（*），λ（*），φ（*），φU（*），φI（*）,Z(*)，Rs（*），Xs
（*），Rp（*），Xp（*），Uhdf（*），Ihdf（*），Phdf（*）
Wave projects: U，I
∑A~C storage item
Projects: Urms，Irms，Umn，Imn，Udc，Idc，Uac，Iac，Urmn，Irmn，P，S，Q，λ，φ， FreqU，FreqI，U+peak，
I+peak，U-peak，I-peak，P+peak，P-peak，CfU，CfI，Pc，Time，WP，WP+，WP-，q，q+，q-，WS，WQ，△U1，△U2，
△U3，△UΣ，△I，△P1，△P2, △P3, △PΣ，φUi-Uj，φUi-Uk，φUi-Ii，φUi-Ij，φUi-Ik，PosU，NegU，PosI，NegI，PosP
Harmonics projects: U（*），I（*），P（*），S（*），Q（*），λ（*）
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7.4 Storage execution and display status
When setting the storage control status and the storage project, click        storage starting icon. And the system enters 
different storage status based on the storage mode set. 

Start After starting 
(in storing) Paus Stop

Manual Status:	Start Status:	Start Status:	Pause Status:	Ready

Real-time Status:	Ready Status:	Start Status:	Pause Status:	Ready

Integral	synchronizing Status:	Ready Status:	Start Status:	Pause Status:	Ready

Event	synchronizing Status:	Ready Status:	Start Status:	Pause Status:	Ready

Single	shot Status:	Start Status:	Start Status:	Pause Status:	Ready

Execute
operationStoring

mode
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Chapter 8   Measurement data saving
									

8.1 IEC and flicker measurement data storage setting
Settings	of	file	saving	in	application	software	include	file	saving	path,	naming	mode	and	file	naming	specification.	When	the	
flicker	or	IEC	(IEC61000-3-2)	measurement	is	completed,													will	be	on.	Click											to	open	the	save	setting	box,	as	shown	in	
the	figure.	Click																				,	the	flicker	or	IEC	measurement	data	will	be	saved	in.	csv	format	to	IEC	folder	under	the	specified	
path.	

Choose	 the	 autocommand	 to	 generate	
automatically	 the	name	of	measurement	
report	fileSupport	 the	 name	 of	

customized	measure-
ment	 report	 file,	with	
an	 input	 range	of	1-30	
characters

Indicate	or	set	 the	save	path	of	 the	mea-
surement	report
Save	the	measurement	report

8.2 The storage of IEC measurement data
Operation	path:	click	the	"IEC	Hrm"	icon	to	enter	the	IEC	function	interface,	as	shown	in	the	figure.	Set	the	measurement	
standard	for	IEC	harmonic	to	be	"IEC61000-3-2".

Start	 (pause)	 button,	 upon	
clicking	Start,	it	is	possible	to	
analyze	 the	harmonic	data.	
The	start	button	indicates	the	
pause	button.	Until	 the	 set	
time	or	end	 the	analysis	by	
clicking	Tentative

Set	 the	retention	time	of	 the	data.	The	
time	range	can	be	set	to	be	1s	~	24h0m0s

The	time	progress	bar	 for	data	stor-
age	indicates	the	current	refresh	rate	
for	measurement	data	

Set	the	data	storage	time,	click	the	"Start"	button	to	start	the	measurement	until	the	set	time	or	click	the	Tentative	to	end	the	
analysis,	the	left	side	of	the	interface													is	lighted,	click																					,	save	the	IEC	harmonic	measurement	data	of	all	units	to	
generate	a	file		with	a	CSV	format,	as	shown	in	the	figure.
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8.3 The storage of flicker measurement data
Operation	path:	click	the	"Flicker"	icon	to	enter	the	Flicker	function	interface.	Right-click	in	the	flicker	window	to	enter	the	
flicker	setting	interface.	Start	the	flicker	measurement	after	the	flicker	measurement	parameters	are	set.	After	the	flicker	
measurement	is	over,	the	left													is	lighted	up.	Click																							to	save	the	flicker	measurement	data	of	all	units	to	generate	
a	file	with	a	CSV	format,	as	shown	in	the	figure.	
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Chapter 9   Measurement data printing
									

9.1 Print settings
After	flicker	or	IEC	(IEC61000)	measurement	is	over,													is	lighted	up.	Click													,	and	the	print	setting	frame	will	pop	up,	
as	shown	in	the	figure.	

9.2 Print the measurement data
Perform	operation	in	accordance	with	the	preset	steps	of	the	save	measurement	report.	Click											button	to	set	the	report	
title,	comments,	report	color,	and	report	format.	Click																					to	output	the	report	in	a	prescribed	format,	as	shown	in	the	
figure,	it	is	an	IEC	measurement	report.	

Set	 the	 title	of	 the	customized	output	 re-
port,	with	an	input	range	of	1-40	characters
Set	the	Comment	of	the	customized	output	
report,	which	can	be	up	to	100	characters,	
and	at	most	6	lines	can	be	input

Set	the	color	of	the	output	report

Set	the	format	of	output	report

Output	report

Paper	format
When	choosing	the	paper	for	the	format	setting,	link	the	print	function,	choose	the	print	option	of	Windows	system,	choose	
the	printer	type,	print	the	flicker	or	IEC	measurement	data.
PDF	format
If	the	PDF	format	is	adopted,	the	selection	window	of	Windows	system	path	for	the	saved	PDF	format	report	will	pop	up.	
After	the	path	is	chosen,	the	report	is	saved	to	the	specified	path	in	PDF	format.
BMP	format
If	the	BMP	format	is	adopted,	the	selection	window	of	Windows	system	path	for	the	saved	BMP	format	report	will	pop	up.	
After	the	path	is	chosen,	the	report	is	saved	to	the	specified	path	in	BMP	format.

The	print	contents	are	as	follows.
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Notes：
1. When IEC or flicker measurements are over, the Save and Print buttons are available.
2. When the measurement report which generates a csv format is saved, IEC data will be saved to the iec folder, and the   
    flicker data will be saved to the flicker folder. If the folder has already existed in the system, it will be saved in the folder; 
    if not, a folder with the corresponding name will be automatically generated.
3. Flicker only supports the measurement reports generated during the connection process of the upper computer. If the
    upper computer is disconnected and reconnected during the measurement process, do not use, save and print the 
    measurement data before the data is remeasured.
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Chapter 10   Other Functions	
									

10.1 Data retention and single run
Data retention

If	the	connection	fails,	the	START/STOP	icon	in	the	toolbar	at	the	top	shows	in	gray;	and	if	the	connection	succeeds,	the	
application	automatically	starts	update	and	this	icon	shows	as	the	STOP	icon.	Now,	click											pause	icon	to	stop	update.	And	
in	the	pause	status,	the	icon	turns	to	be	START.	In	the	data	update	pause	status,	if	click										start	icon	again,	the	data	can	be	
updated	again.

Single run 
In	the	data	update	maintenance	status,	the	single	run	can	be	executed.	Click											single	run	icon	and	execute	data	update	of	
all	displaying	data.	After	that,	the	data	continues	to	stay	in	the	maintenance	status.	
The	single	run	can	only	be	executed	effectively	in	the	data	maintenance	status.	In	the	regular	update	status,	the	single	run	
icon	turns	to	gray	and	cannot	work	if	clicked.	

Description of screenshot 
1.	Scope	of	a	screenshot:	after	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 icon	 is	clicked,	the	 image	captured	is	the	whole	page	currently	displayed	by	the	
application.
2.	The	screenshot	is	saved	in	the	Instrument	File	Manager	and	the	path	can	be	set.The	Default	path	is	Save/ImageSave.	(the	
same	as	paragraph	4.2.2)

10.2 Screenshot
Operation method 

Click											icon	on	the	left	of	the	interface	of	the	application.	And	there	is	a	splash	screen,	meaning	the	current	image	is	saved	
and	screenshot	is	done.

10.3 Help function
After	successful	connection	between	the	application	and	the	device,	click										icon	at	the	left	of	the	interface	to	display	the	
HELP	interface.	The	help	function	of	the	application	facilitates	users	to	view	the	version	information,	one-click	access	to	the	
website	of	the	product,	view	the	contact	and	the	manual.	The	interface	of	the	Help	is	as	shown	below：

View	the	software	version

View	help	document



* Products models and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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